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You may not yell out in a dark and quiet theatre, especially
when patrons have paid big money to watch Opera, etc.
Your painting, literature, etc. may not depict things that
are harmful, hateful, or clearly promoting hatred, etc.

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

Freedom of Expression is also limited in certain ways. Can you
think of some types of expression that are not allowed by the
Charter? Two examples follow. ..

Saumur was a Jehovah’s Witness handing out pamphlets on a city
sidewalk in violation of a city bylaw that required him to get
permission from the city Police Chief in 1953.
Supreme Court ruled that this Montreal city bylaw interfered
with federal power to make laws defining freedom of speech.

Saumur was permitted to hand out the literature.

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

CASE STUDY:
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Pornography – obscenity, video stores, Internet sites, etc.
Child pornography – especially on the Internet.
Advertising – for cigarettes, alcohol. (minors / anyone)
Hate literature – also on the web. Does it “incite?”

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

There are some major issues that have come up in regards
to this freedom though, and the boundaries of it are still
being tested. What ones can you name? .

ADBUSTERS’
ANTI-CAMEL ADS

Key question: Can this restriction on freedom be justified?
It must pass the test of being “within reasonable limits -- as
can be reasonably and demonstrably justified in a free and
democratic society.”
Child pornography violates the safety and protection that
children should expect from society, and is therefore illegal
on those grounds.
Mother arrested after Wallmart photos of 1 year old in bath.

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

Clearly,
children need
protection…
often from
themselves
as well.

 Whether the expression involves seeking truth.
 Whether it involves fostering participation in social and

political decision making.
 Or seeking individual self-realization.

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

When deciding whether someone’s freedom of expression
has been unfairly limited, There are three factors must the
judge consider:

 They may assemble regularly for church and or other

meetings.
 Can meet without fear of interference or persecution…

… as long as it’s peaceful… and not hateful…

FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY

Why is it significant that Canadians are granted freedom of
peaceful assembly, especially for believers of all faiths?

- Police and the authorities may intervene when the
assembly becomes violent or riotous .
ie: APEC; Stanley Cup Riot in Van.
Picketers attempting to prevent police arrests, etc.

FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY

When may the police or the authorities become involved in
limiting this freedom? (Give some examples) .

Only if it can be demonstrated that a threat to public safety
exists if the parade were allowed to go ahead.
Normally – no! e.g. – Gay Pride parades, etc.
But how do you define “threat?” Is a naked man a threat?

FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY

Can a municipality or a city prevent a parade from taking
place?

FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY

The Biggest issue in regards to this freedom is when the
majority of a group of employees votes in favour of the
formation of a union in a workplace; while a significant
minority opposes such a move.
Labour Relations Boards in Canada would automatically certify
the union’s right to represent all of these workers—even
though some have strong objections.

 The right to vote.

 The right to hold elected office.
 The fact that parliament must call an election after 5 years

in office.
 The fact that parliament must sit at least once a year.

DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS

Our democratic rights can be summed up in four points:

1. The voter must be of legal age.

2. They must reside in the province or community in which
they are voting.
3. Must be of “sound mind” / able to make a personal choice.

DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS

There are three restrictions which can be placed on the
right to vote:

For example – Doctors, teachers, lawyers, nurses, etc.
– to regulate their competency for public good.

FREEDOM OF MOBILITY

Every Canadian has the right to move to another province to
pursue the gaining of a livelihood.
But—the province retains the right to regulate and license
all workers who intend to practice their “trade” in the
province.

FREEDOM OF MOBILITY

 A citizen may enter, remain in, and leave Canada at any

time without restrictions, unless he is under a court order.
 A visitor – may enter, remain in, and leave only for the

duration of the visa; some visitors can’t come back; landed
immigrants can lose their status if they leave.

DISCRIMINATION
List the seven areas of discrimination forbidden by the Charter.
…….
- Age
- Sex
- Race
- Colour

- Ethnic Origin

- Mental or Physical Disability

- Religion

DISCRIMINATION
The question then is... Does the charter permit
discrimination on other grounds? .
No, it doesn’t permit personal discrimination on any grounds...
BUT... It is up to an individual to pursue their rights if they
feel they have been unlawfully discriminated against.
Discrimination based on sexual orientation has been ruled
illegal by the courts and ‘read into’ the constitution.

DISCRIMINATION

However, the government may discriminate if it’s for the
benefit of certain groups
According to 15 (2) – The government may continue any
program or activity that has as its purpose the remediation
of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups.
ie: Programs for seniors, or care of the disabled.

 When those steps involve preferential selection—selection

on the basis of race, gender, or ethnicity—affirmative action
generates intense controversy.
 Ie: Police hiring only minorities.

DISCRIMINATION – AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

There is controversy over the use of “Affirmative Action”
 Means positive steps taken to increase the representation of
women and minorities in areas of employment, education,
and business from which they have been historically
excluded. (So far so good)....
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(because Section 15 grants equal benefit to all, and Section 28
specifically gives equal rights to women). It took time for that
to filter through the business and government structures.
Some would argue, it hasn’t done so yet.

DISCRIMINATION

The equality rights section of the Charter did not come into
effect until three years after the rest of the Charter.
The provinces needed 3 years to bring their existing laws into
line with the Charter
pay equity for women .
The big issue = ______________________

When will the COURTS force the government to grant a
person his or her rights?
 Where the government cannot prove that it has reasonable

cause to limit a person’s equality rights, the courts will force
the government to give that person his or her rights.
 The law that created the discriminatory situation then

becomes invalid.

DISCRIMINATION

What if the ones
entrusted with
protecting your
rights are the
ones taking them
away?

This was guaranteed to the French after 1763 when they lost
to the English in the battle over Canada. ‘Protection of
French language and culture’. Still strongly guarded by
Quebec today.

LANGUAGE RIGHTS

English and French are both official languages.
Parliament and federal government agencies must
provide services in both languages throughout
Canada.

NATIVE RIGHTS
The Royal Proclamation of 1763 gave to all the native peoples
of Canada the right to hunt and fish on their “traditional”
homelands for their own use in perpetuity (into the future) –
applied to Ontario and Quebec peoples.
Later the supreme court ruled it had to apply to all native
peoples in Canada.

NATIVE RIGHTS
Section 25 of the charter states NOTHING in the Charter
shall be understood in such a way as to take away from
the aboriginal rights of Canada’s native people granted in
other statutes and agreements.

 Cultural traditions – are to be preserved.

(Potlatch incidents).

RIGHTS FOR OTHER GROUPS

This is all great for the natives, but what does the Charter of
Rights have to say about the multicultural heritage of
various groups of people in Canada?
 It is consistent with the preservation of and
enhancement of the multicultural heritage of all
Canadians.

 Jews – religious holidays (booths)

 Native Peoples – different religious practices
 East Indians – different religious holidays, parades,

turbans, and kirpans.

RIGHTS FOR OTHER GROUPS

This could cause a problem in society and the courts though.
Accommodating all can be tricky. For example:

LEGAL RIGHTS
If this section did not exist the authorities could put you in
jail, or take your life without a trial – remove your liberty.
The government can take away your freedom, but only
AFTER you have been properly arrested, and convicted at
a fair trial.
Not all countries have this. In some, arrest and execution
happen without trial.

LEGAL RIGHTS – ABORTION ISSUE

Borowski – was formerly the Attorney General of the province of
Manitoba.
He argued that s. 7 granted life, liberty, and security to all persons,
and, in his submission, a fetus was a human person. ergo: a fetus
has an inalienable right to security of the person and may not be
aborted. He took his case to the Supreme Court of Canada
Ruling: according to Supreme Court the fetus does not become a
human person until it is completely born and is living outside
the mother’s womb.
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LEGAL RIGHTS

Does the protection offered in S. 7 apply only to Canadian
citizens or to everyone in Canada—including visitors,
foreign students, and permanent residents?
 Yes. It applies to everyone!.... except…

 Does not protect those suspected of belonging to

terrorist organizations.

LEGAL RIGHTS

On what grounds may the police search you or your home,
or hold you in custody? What are your rights here?
 The police may do this only if they have “reasonable and

probable grounds” to do so. This means that something has
to strongly indicate to them that a crime or substance is
involved. For homes, a Search Warrant is needed.
 A person may only be searched upon arrest, not before.

LEGAL RIGHTS

One exception to the rule though. Where may you be
searched thoroughly and without probable criminal
cause? .

Anytime you cross the border between countries,
either by car, foot, or airplane.

LEGAL RIGHTS

Some common search and seizure practices the police use
might be challenged under S. 8 of the Charter.

Ie: Skin searches , strip searches, blood tests and
breathalyzer tests.
Likewise, if the police hold a person without charging them,
lawyers argue that this practice violates the right not be
arbitrarily detained or imprisoned. Time limit applies.

LEGAL RIGHTS
As seen before, habeas corpus means – “to have the body” in
Latin. In general—it means that the authorities must have
lawful and good reasons for holding someone in custody.
24 – 72 hours is the limit.
If the authorities decide that a person is being held
unlawfully, they must be released without being charged.

If a police officer arrests someone, he/she must tell them
their four basic rights. They are... .
1. Tell accused why he or she is putting you under arrest
2. Inform of right to speak with a lawyer without delay
3. Inform accused of right not to answer questions;
4. and that what they do say can and will be used against them.

LEGAL RIGHTS - ARREST

“You have the right to be
drop-kicked if you resist
arrest,” is not an official
right. It may be an
unwritten rule, however.

LEGAL RIGHTS
A suspect arrested in a remote area could argue that his or her
right to retain counsel (contact a lawyer) had been violated
because of the delay.
In this case, telephone service to legal counsel must be made
available. It must be private.

In any arrest, if a person resists arrest, it becomes an
additional criminal charge with its own penalty of possible
jail time.

LEGAL RIGHTS – DEFENSE

It is important that a person charged with an offence be
informed of the offence without delay so the accused can
begin to prepare a defence immediately.
Charges – or even false charges—can seriously harm an
accused person’s reputation and ability to earn. That has
been seen many times before. An efficient justice
system is good for all.

Section 11b, they order an accused person to be released?

1. How much time needed to prepare defence?
2. Does accused have legal counsel?
3. Psychiatric assessments or other reports, etc. (remanded in
custody) 90 days.
4. General rule—reasonable time is anything less than 2 yrs.

LEGAL RIGHTS - RELEASE

What factors would a judge consider when and if, under

LEGAL RIGHTS

Important note regarding our legal system...
A person accused of a crime cannot be forced to testify at their
own trial. The pressure is on the Crown to prove the accused’s
guilt. If they cannot do that based on evidence alone, the
accused is not convicted.
In the American legal system, an accused person can be put on
the stand, but has the option to “plead the 5th” which
prevents one from testifying against oneself.

LEGAL RIGHTS

An accused person is always innocent until proven guilty...
With one exception... .
If caught with stolen goods, the onus is on the person to
explain their innocence. With the goods in their
possession, they are presumed guilty.
This is called “reverse onus” and also applies to the possession
of guns or drugs.

LEGAL RIGHTS

An accused person is always innocent until proven guilty...
With one exception... .
If caught with stolen goods, the onus is on the person to
explain their innocence. With the goods in their
possession, they are presumed guilty.
This is called “reverse onus” and also applies to the possession
of guns or drugs.

LEGAL RIGHTS - BAIL

An accused person, according to section (11 (e), can be denied
bail with “just cause.” If the accused is a danger to the public
or to specific persons, he or she will not get bail.
Otherwise, bail must be “reasonable” How is that defined
though?
- A sum of money “on deposit” that a person of average
income can afford.
Example: $500 - $5000
- Can be set very high for serious crimes… e.g. $1 million.

LEGAL RIGHTS - TRIAL

An accused person who is looking at a jail sentence of
5 years or more, has the right to choose a trial by jury.
The jury is 12 people from ordinary society, providing a
judgment “of your peers.”

LEGAL RIGHTS - TRIAL

In giving testimony at another person’s trial, any evidence
you give that may indicate a crime you committed
cannot be used against you later. You are to feel free to
tell the whole truth without fear of self-incrimination.
Confess to the murder to get your buddy off, and you can’t
be convicted on that basis.

In this case, your words at a trial can be used against you.

LEGAL RIGHTS - TRIAL

However, because this is in place, the penalties for lying on
the stand are severe. It is called “Perjury” and carries up
to 5 years in prison.

 Solitary confinement - Still used though.
 Corporal punishment - use of the strap, etc.

Discontinued in Canada. No more floggings.
 Straitjacket - allowed in some cases.

LEGAL RIGHTS - PUNISHMENT

What are some prison practices which may be challenged in
the courts as “cruel and unusual punishment”?

The End of the unit notes...

